How digital automation using RFID is transforming the business of extraction

Imagine an inspector who walks the line on a busy 2-acre extraction spread every morning. With coffee in one hand and an iPad in the other, he checks the status of more than 13,350 equipment assets.

Not only does it all need to be accounted for, but also the inspection status must be up to date. People’s safety is at stake.

How can you put eyes on so much equipment every day? The RFID tags throughout the yard “check in” with the app on his handheld device.

There’s a lot of liability on a working extraction site. Many pieces of equipment need to be serviced or replaced after just 3 to 6 months of use. If a 20,000 lb pressure valve isn’t checked, maintained and replaced when it’s supposed to be, the resulting accident could turn tragic.

Beyond the safety concerns, it’s valuable to know and track all your equipment and be able to anticipate its needs. With increased accuracy and information, you can keep fewer spares on hand, because there are fewer failures.

Mega-contractor leads the way to digital

When contracting in various oil yards, there was a strong need to provide visibility of all the equipment and safety status to owners. A global Oil & Gas company sought to automate that tracking with RFID.

To achieve their transparency and efficiency goals, the organization moved forward with Omni-ID. Together, they established a viable path for digital transformation, integrating with their existing ERP system, and securing rugged, reliable RFID hardware that could survive in the harsh drilling environments.

Today, just in their North American operations alone, the contractor has more 500,000 RFID tags in the field, all feeding information into their mobile- and desktop-enabled app, which then sends key data points to an SAP dashboard. Now that the system is working well and saving money, the plan is to take it to their eastern hemisphere operations.
The steps on their digital tracking journey

1. Started tagging equipment already in the field
2. Evolved to embedding tags on new equipment in manufacturing process — now equipment is designed with dedicated, protected locations for the tags
3. Pushed the software down to certification partners, so everyone who inspects and certifies iron in the yard has access to the information
4. Transition from time-based maintenance triggers to usage-based — because it’s the usage that really jeopardizes equipment integrity, not just elapsed time
5. No more dedicated handheld devices — moved to a mobile device iOS based application

Digitizing provides key data automatically

The passive tags being used for this energy extraction application, relay key points of data:
• Last inspection date
• Next inspection date, which indicates if the equipment is ready for use
• Location of the equipment within the yard

Inspection cycles vary by type equipment. For instance, a fluid end can go 3 months to a year, but generally should be replaced every 6 months if being used.

Omni-ID passes the sledgehammer test

Perhaps the biggest reason this oil-and-gas contractor prefers tags from Omni-ID is the rigorous testing they’ve done together.

“We hit the tag with a sledgehammer multiple times, and it’s survived countless hours of rigid testing.”
– Kathy Gannon, Omni-ID’s Industry expert

Of course, there are other factors to the cooperative relationship: consulting, sharing of best practices for data integration, extensive training services, and a willingness to customize tag features and software integration as needed.

“Because we knew they are thinking about global applications, we suggested a tag originally developed for the Department of Defense,” says Kathy. “It meets the needs of systems around the world. So their operations will be seamless, even on the other side of the globe.”

For more about RFID solutions in the Oil & Gas industry, visit www.omni-id.com or contact us directly at sales@omni-id.com.

About Omni-ID

Based in Rochester, NY, Omni-ID has developed original, patented technologies for on-metal and visual tagging to enable a broad range of applications to improve asset tracking, supply chain management and work-in-process. Omni-ID is the leading supplier of RFID tags and visual tagging systems for Manufacturing & Logistics, Energy, IT Assets and Tool Tracking. Omni-ID’s versatile family of products provides a complete range of tags and auto-ID solutions for tracking and identification challenges, with unprecedented accuracy, in any environment.